Learning Objectives

1. Define corrections and the role it has in the criminal justice system.
2. Identify early historical developments and justifications in the use of punishment and corrections.
3. Discuss the influence of the Enlightenment and key persons on correctional reform.
4. Discuss the development of punishment in early American history.
5. Describe the changes to prison systems brought about by the Age of the Reformatory in America.
6. Identify the various prison systems, eras, and models that developed in the early and mid-1900s in America.
7. Explain how state and federal prisons differ and identify the Top Three in American corrections.
CHAPTER 1
EARLY HISTORY OF PUNISHMENT AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRISONS IN THE UNITED STATES

Prisoner Number One
at Eastern Penitentiary

In 1830, Charles Williams, prisoner number one at Eastern State Penitentiary, contemplated his situation with a sense of somber and solemn reflection. He did this undisturbed due to the excruciating silence that seemed to permeate most of his incarceration. On occasion, he could hear keys jingling, and he might hear the sound of footsteps as guards brought his food or other necessities. Sometimes he could hear the noise of construction, as the facility was not yet finished and would not be fully functional for years to come. Otherwise, there was no other sound or connection to the outside world, and silence was the most common experience throughout most of the daylight hours and the entire night.

To be sure, Charles had all of his basic needs met at Eastern. He had his own private cell that was centrally heated and had running water. He had a flushing toilet, a skylight, and a small walled recreation yard for his own private use. In his high-pitched cell, Charles had only natural light, the Bible, and his assigned work (he was involved in basic weaving) to keep him busy throughout the day. He was not allowed interaction with the guards or other inmates, and his food was delivered to him via a slot in the door. In addition, he was to not leave his cell for anything other than recreation in his own walled yard, and even then he was required to wear a special mask that prevented communication with other guards or inmates while he entered the yard.

Charles was a farmer by trade. He had been caught and convicted of burglary after stealing a $20 watch, a $3 gold seal, and a gold key. He was sentenced to 2 years of confinement with hard labor and entered Eastern on October 23, 1829. He had served 7 months of his sentence and already he felt as if he had been incarcerated for an eternity. He reflected daily (and quite constantly) on his crime. Before his arrival, he had had no idea what Eastern State Penitentiary would be like. As it turned out, it was quite numbing to Charles’s sense of mental development, and he sometimes felt as if he did not even exist. Charles remembered his first glimpse of the tall, foreboding exterior of the unfinished prison as his locked carriage approached. It was an intimidating sight, and Charles, who was only 18 at the time of his sentencing, felt remorseful. He remembered when Warden Samuel R. Wood received him and explained that he would be overseeing Charles’s stay at Eastern. The warden was very direct and matter-of-fact and exhibited a mean-spirited temperament. Charles found the warden to be reflective of his entire experience while serving in prison cell number one at Eastern. He thus had determined that he did not want to spend any more of his life in such confinement.

Charles considered the fact that he still had 18 months on his sentence—an eternity for most 18-year-olds. He knew that other inmates would soon follow his stay in the expanding prison. However, he was not the least bit curious about the future of Eastern. He was indeed repentant, but not necessarily for the reasons that early Quaker advocates might have hoped when they advocated for the penitentiary. Rather than looking to divine inspiration as a source of redemption from future solitary incarceration, he simply decided that he would never again be in a position where he could be accused of, guilty of, or caught in the commission of a crime. He just wanted to go back to simple farming and leave Eastern State Penitentiary out of both sight and mind for the remainder of his years.
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DEFINING CORRECTIONS:
A VARIETY OF POSSIBILITIES

In this text, **corrections** will be defined as a process whereby practitioners from a variety of agencies and programs use tools, techniques, and facilities to engage in organized security and treatment functions intended to correct criminal tendencies among the offender population. This definition underscores the fact that corrections is a process that includes the day-to-day activities of the practitioners who are involved in that process. Corrections is not a collection of agencies, organizations, facilities, or physical structures; rather, the agencies and organizations consist of the practitioners under their employ and/or in their service, and the facilities or physical structures are the tools of the practitioner. The common denominator between the disparate components of the correctional system is the purpose behind the system. We now turn our attention to ancient developments in law and punishment, which, grounded in the desire to modify criminal behavior, served as the precursor to correctional systems and practices as we know them today.

The Role of Corrections in the Criminal Justice System

Generally speaking, the criminal justice system consists of five segments, three of which are more common to students and two of which are newer components, historically speaking. These segments are law enforcement, the courts, corrections, the juvenile justice system, and victim services. Of these, it is perhaps the correctional system that is least understood, least visible, and least respected among much of society. The reasons for this have to do with the functions of each of these segments of the whole system.

Unlike the police, who are tasked with apprehending offenders and preventing crime, correctional personnel often work to change (or at least keep contained) the offender population. This is often a less popular function to many in society, and when correctional staff are tasked with providing constitutional standards of care for the offender population, many in society may attribute this to “coddling” the inmate or offender.

On the other hand, the judicial or court segment is held in much more lofty regard. The work of courtroom personnel is considered more sophisticated, and jobs within this sector are more often coveted. Further, there tends to be a degree of mystique to the study and practice of law, undoubtedly enhanced by portrayals in modern-day television and the media. In this segment of the system, legal battles are played out, oral arguments are heard, evidence is presented, and deliberations are made. At the end, a sentence is given and the story concludes that all parties involved have had their day in court.

The juvenile justice system is unique from these other systems because much of it is not even criminal court but is instead civil in nature. This is because our system intends to avoid stigmatizing youthful offenders, hopes to integrate family involvement and supervision, and views youth as being more amenable to positive change. The juvenile justice system is designed to help youth and is, therefore, less punitive in theory and practice than the adult system. Again, the entire idea is that youth are at an early stage in life where their trajectory is not too far off the path; with the right implementation, we can change their life course in the future.

Victim services is, naturally, the easiest segment to sympathize with because it is tasked with aiding those who have been harmed by crime. The merits of these services should be intuitively obvious, but such programs are often underfunded in many states and struggle to help those in need. In addition to state programs, many nonprofit organizations are also dedicated to assisting victims.

After this very brief overview of each segment of the criminal justice system, we come back to the correctional system. The correctional system, despite its lesser appeal, is integral to the ability of the other systems to maintain their functions. As we will see later in this chapter, it is simply not prudent, realistic, or civilized to either banish or put
to death every person who commits an offense. Indeed, such reactions would be extreme and quite problematic in today’s world. Thus, we are stuck with the reality that we must do something else with those individuals who have offended. Naturally, some have committed serious crimes while others have not. Discerning what must be done with each offender based on the crime, the criminal, and the risk that might be incurred to society is the role of the correctional system. Further, it is the responsibility of this system to keep these persons from committing future crimes against society, a task that the other segments of the system seem unable to do.

PRACTITIONER’S PERSPECTIVE

“I have been a jail administrator for about seven and a half years . . . absolutely [the] best job I ever had.”

Visit the IEB to watch Mitch Lucas’s video on his career as a jail administrator.

The correctional system is impacted by all of the other systems and, largely speaking, is at their mercy in many respects. Indeed, as police effect more arrests, more people are locked up and jails and prisons must contend with housing more inmates. When courts sentence more offenders, the same happens. A court has the luxury of engaging in plea agreements to modify the contours of a sentence, but the correctional system has few similar forms of latitude, other than letting offenders out early for good behavior—an option that many in society bemoan as the cause for high crime rates. Likewise, the juvenile system has a correctional segment that gets sufficient sympathy from the public, but state correctional facilities find themselves being given the “worst of the worst” of youthful offenders, making notions of rehabilitation more challenging than is desirable. And of course there is the victim services segment, through which the correctional system often attempts to redeem itself by ensuring that offenders are made accountable for their crimes and by generating revenue through fines, restoration programs, and compensation funds for victims. Amid this, correctional systems engage in victim notification programs and many include victim services bureaus for those who have questions or requests of the correctional system.

This complicated system of sanctioning offenders while operating within the broader context of the criminal justice system is the result of a long and winding set of historical circumstances and social developments. In this chapter, we will explore how this story has unfolded, starting with the reality that initially the role of corrections was simply to punish the offender. This punishment, it was thought, would be instrumental in changing the behavior of the offender. These notions are just as relevant in today’s world of corrections, though the means of implementation have become much more complicated. Because these early debates, ideologies, and perspectives on corrections laid the groundwork to our current system, it is the role of this chapter to give the reader an understanding of how and why they developed as they did.
THE NOTION OF PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTIONS THROUGHOUT HISTORY

As might be determined by the title of this section, there has been a long-standing connection between the concepts of punishment and correction. It is as if our criminal justice system considers these two concepts as being one in the same. However, as we will find, these two terms are not always synonymous with one another. Rather, the purpose that underlies each is probably a better guide in distinguishing one from the other, not identifying their similarities. It is the application of penalties that has the longest history, and it is with this in mind that punishment is first discussed, with additional clarification provided in defining the more modern term of corrections. As we will see later in this chapter and in other chapters, the distinction between corrections and punishment may be quite blurred.

When applying punishments, it was hoped that the consequence would prevent the offender from committing future unwanted acts. Though one would consider it a good outcome if offenders are prevented from committing further crimes, this is not necessarily an act of correction regarding the offender’s behavior. This is a very important point because it sets the very groundwork for what we consider to be corrections. Essentially, the common logic rests upon the notion that if we punish someone effectively, he or she will not do the crime again and is therefore corrected. Naturally, this is not always the final outcome of the punishment process. In fact, research has found cases where exposure to prison actually increases the likelihood of future criminal behavior (Fletcher, 1999; Golub, 1990). Likewise, some research has demonstrated higher rates of violent crime when the death penalty is applied, seemingly in reaction to or correlated with the use of the death penalty (Bowers & Pierce, 1980). This observation is referred to as the brutalization hypothesis, the contention of which is that the use of harsh punishments sensitizes people to violence and essentially teaches them to use violence rather than acting as a deterrent (Bowers & Pierce, 1980).

Early Codes of Law

Early codes of law were designed to guide human behavior and to distinguish that which was legal from that which was not. These laws often also stated the forms of punishment that would occur should a person run errant of a given edict. Because laws reflected the cultural and social norms of a given people and tended to include punishments, it could be said that the types of punishment used by a society might give an outside observer a glimpse of that society’s true understanding of criminal behavior as well as its sense of compassion, or lack thereof.

Babylonian and Sumerian Codes

The earliest known written code of punishment was the Code of Hammurabi. Hammurabi (1728–1686 BCE) was the ruler of Babylon sometime around 1700 BCE, which dates back nearly 3,800 years before our time (Roth, 2011). This code used the term lex talionis, which referred to the Babylonian law of equal retaliation (Roth, 2011). This legal basis reflected the instinctive desire for humans who have been harmed to seek revenge. While Hammurabi’s Code included a number of very harsh corporal punishments, it also provided a sense of uniformity in punishments, thereby organizing the justice process in Babylon (Stohr, Walsh, & Hemmens, 2013).
Roman Law and Punishment and Their Impact on Early English Punishment

Punishments in the Roman Empire were severe and tended to be terminal. Imprisonment was simply a means of holding the accused until those in power had decided the offender’s fate. From what is known, it would appear that most places of confinement were simply cages. There are also recorded accounts of quarries (deep holes used for mining/excavating stone) used to hold offenders (Gramsci, 1996). One place of confinement in Rome that was well known was the Mamertine Prison, which was actually a sprawling system of underground tunnels and dungeons built under the sewer system of Rome sometime around 64 BCE. This was where the Christian apostles Paul and Peter were incarcerated (Gramsci, 1996).

Rome and other societies during this period considered convicted offenders to have the legal status of a slave, and they were treated as if they were essentially dead to society. In this “civil death,” the offender’s property would be excised by the government and the marriage (if any) between the offender and his or her spouse was declared void, providing the status of widow to the spouse.

Early Historical Role of Religion, Punishment, and Corrections

Perhaps the most well-known premodern historical period of punishment is the Middle Ages of Western Europe. The Middle Ages was a time of chaos in Europe during which plague, pestilence, fear, ignorance, and superstition prevailed. Throughout these dark times, the common citizenry, which consisted largely of peasants who could neither read nor write, placed their faith in religious leaders who were comparatively better educated and more literate.

While one might stand at trial for charges brought by the state, it was the trial by ordeal that emerged as the Church’s equivalent to a legal proceeding (Johnson, Wolfe, & Jones, 2008). The trial by ordeal consisted of very dangerous and/or impossible tests used to prove the guilt or innocence of the accused. For instance, the ordeal of hot water required that the accused thrust a hand or an arm into a kettle of boiling water (Johnsson et al., 2008). If after 3 days of binding the arm, the offender emerged unscathed, he or she was considered innocent. Of note was the general reason provided by the Church for its use of punishments. It would seem that the Church response to aberrant (or sinful) behavior was, at least in ideology, based on the desire to save the soul of the wayward offender. Indeed, even when persons were burned at the stake, the prevailing belief was that such burning would free their souls for redemption and ascension to Heaven. The goal, in essence, was to purify the soul as it was released from the body. This was especially true of persons who were convicted of witchcraft and who were believed to have consorted with spirits and/or were believed to be possessed by evil spirits.

Sanctuary

While the Church may have had a role in the application of punishments throughout history, it also provided some unique avenues by which the accused might avoid unwarranted punishment. One example would be the granting of sanctuary to accused offenders.

During ancient times, many nations had a city or a designated building, such as a temple or a church, where accused offenders could stay, free from attack, until such time that their innocence could be established (assuming that they were, in fact, innocent). In Europe, the use of sanctuary began during the fourth century and consisted of a place—usually a church—that the king’s soldiers were forbidden to enter for purposes of taking an accused criminal into custody (Cromwell, del Carmen, & Alarid, 2002). In some cases, such as in England, sanctuary was provided until some form of negotiation could be arranged or until the accused was ultimately smuggled out of the area. If accused offenders confessed to their crimes while in sanctuary, they were typically allowed to leave the country with the understanding that return to England would lead to immediate punishment (Cromwell et al., 2002).
This form of leniency lasted for well over a thousand years in European history and was apparently quite common in England. Eventually, sanctuary lost its appeal, and from roughly 1750 onward, countries throughout Europe began to abolish sanctuary provisions as secular courts gained power over ecclesiastical courts.

**Early Secular History of Punishment and Corrections**

The origin of law was one of debate during medieval times. Over time, secular rulers (often royalty and nobility) became less subservient to the Church and gained sufficient power to resist some of the controls placed upon them by the ecclesiastical courts. As such, much of the royalty, nobility, merchant class, and scholarly community advocated separation between government rule (at this time the king or queen) and the Church. Though this was an ultimately successful process, many did die as a result of their views. It was at this time that criminal behavior became widely recognized as an offense against the state. Indeed, by 1350 CE, the royalty (consisting of kings, queens, and the like) had established themselves as the absolute power, and they became less tolerant of external factors that undermined their own rule; this meant that the Church continued to lose authority throughout Europe. Ultimately, all forms of revenue obtained from fines went to the state (or the Crown), and the state administered all punishments. This also led to the development of crime being perceived as an act in violation of a king or queen’s authority.

**Public and Private Wrongs**

**Public wrongs** are crimes against society or a social group and historically tended to include sacrilege as well as other crimes against religion, treason, witchcraft, incest, sex offenses of any sort, and even violations of hunting rules (Johnson et al., 2008). Among early societies, religious offenses were considered the most dangerous since these crimes exposed both the offender and the rest of the group to the potential anger and wrath of that culture’s deity or set of deities. Witchcraft was commonly thought to entail genuine magical powers that would be used by the witch for personal revenge or personal gain; the use of such magic was considered bad for a social group because it drew evil spirits in the direction of the community. The fear of witchcraft persisted for several hundred years, reaching its height of hysteria in the 1500s. Suspect of witchcraft and the mass execution of suspected practitioners became commonplace during this time. Indeed, during the years between 1273 and 1660, Europe executed thousands of suspected witches, the majority of them women. The total number of persons executed due to witchcraft charges may have exceeded 100,000 (Linder, 2005). In ancient times, resorting to private revenge was the only avenue of redress for victims who suffered a **private wrong**. These types of wrongs might have included physical injury, damage to a person’s property, or theft. In such cases and in many areas of Europe, there was no official authority present; the victim was on his or her own to gain any justice that could be obtained. There was also additional incentive to retaliate against perpetrators, for if the victim was able to gain revenge this was likely to deter the perpetrator from committing future crimes against the victim. However, it is not surprising that in these cases the original perpetrator sometimes fought back against the retaliatory strike from the victim, regardless of who was wrong or right. This would then lead to a continual tit-for-tat situation that might ultimately develop into a perpetual conflict. Once social groups become more advanced, the responsibility for determining punishment shifted from the individual and/or family to society as a whole.

**Retaliation Through Humiliation**

During early parts of European history, retaliation also occurred through the use of humiliation. A number of punishments were utilized, some of which might even be considered corporal in nature (such as the ducking stool and the stocks and pillories), but they are included in this section because their distinctive factor lies more in their intended outcome: to humiliate and embarrass the offender (Johnson et al., 2008).
One early punishment was the gag, which was a device that constrained persons who were known to constantly scold others (usually their spouse) or were guilty of habitually and abusively finding fault with others, being unjustly critical, or lying about other persons (Silverman, 2001). An even more serious form of retaliatory punishment was the use of the bridle. The bridle was an iron cage that fit over the head and included a metal plate in the front. The plate usually had spikes, which were constructed so as to fit into the mouth of the offender; this made movement with the tongue painful and thereby reduced the likelihood that the offender would talk (Silverman, 2001).

The ducking stool was a punishment that used a chair suspended over a body of water. In most cases, the chair hung from the end of a free-moving arm. The offender was strapped into the chair, which was located near a riverbank. The chair would be swung over the river by the use of the free-moving arm and would be plunged into the water while the offender was restrained therein. In most cases, this punishment would be administered during the winter months when the water was extremely cold; this alone was a miserable experience. This was a punishment typically reserved for women—in particular, women who were known to nag others or use profane or abusive language. Women who gossiped were also given this punishment (Johnson et al., 2008).

Another common punishment in the Middle Ages was the stocks and pillories. Stocks consisted of wooden frames that were built outdoors, usually in a village or town square. A set of stocks consisted of a thick piece of lumber that had two or more holes bored into it. The holes were round and wide enough so that an offender’s wrists would fit through. The board was cut into halves, and a hinge was used so that the halves could be opened and then closed. The boards would be opened, the offender would be forced to rest his or her wrists into the half-circle of the bottom half of the wooden board, and then the top half would be closed over the wrists. A lock on the side opposite the hinge kept the offender trapped, hands and wrists restrained by the board. The stock was usually constructed atop a beam or post set into the ground so that the offender would have to stand (rather than sit), sometimes for days or, in extreme cases, perhaps weeks.

The pillory was similar to the stock except the pillory consisted of a single large bored hole where the offender’s neck would rest. When the pillory was shut and locked, the offender was restrained with his or her head immobilized and body stooped over. The device was specifically set atop a post at a height where most adult offenders could not fully stand up straight, adding to the discomfort of the experience. As with a set of stocks, the offender would be required to stand for several days and nights. In many cases, the offender was constrained by a combination of these devices, known as a stocks and pillory, where both the offender’s head and hands were immobilized.

It was at this point that the use of branding became more commonplace. Branding was used to make criminal offenders, slaves, and prisoners of war easily identifiable. Offenders were usually branded on their thumb with a letter denoting their offense—for instance, the letter M for murder or T for theft. Harkening back to the connection between crime and sin, consider that even as late as the 1700s, the use of branding for humiliation occurred with the crime of adultery. In New Hampshire, a specific statute (1701) held that offenders guilty of adultery would be made to wear a discernible letter A on their upper-garment clothing, usually in red, but always in some color that contrasted with the color of the clothing. Students should go to Table 1.1 for a more succinct presentation of the various types of punishment that have just been discussed.

Corporal Punishment

Up until the 1700s, corporal punishment tended to be the most frequently used punishment. This punishment was often administered in a public forum to add to the deterrent effect, thereby setting an example to others of what might happen if they were caught in the commission of a similar crime. Naturally, these types of punishment also included purposes of retribution. The most widely used form of corporal punishment was whipping, which dates back to the Romans, the Greeks, and even the Egyptians as a sanction for both judicial and educational discipline. Whippings could range in the number of lashes. A sentence of 100 lashes was, for most offenders, a virtual death sentence as the whipping was quite brutal; the lashes would fall across the back and shoulders, usually drawing blood and removing pieces of flesh.
TABLE 1.1
Types of Punishment in Early Correctional History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF PUNISHMENT</th>
<th>PURPOSE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trial by ordeal</td>
<td>Determine guilt or innocence</td>
<td>Very dangerous and/or impossible tests to prove the guilt or innocence of the accused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gag</td>
<td>Humiliation</td>
<td>A device that constrained persons who were known to constantly scold others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducking stool</td>
<td>Humiliation and deterrence</td>
<td>Punishment that used a chair suspended over a body of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stocks</td>
<td>Humiliation</td>
<td>Wooden frames that were built outdoors, usually in a village or town square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillory</td>
<td>Humiliation</td>
<td>Similar to the stock except the pillory consisted of a single large bored hole where the offender’s neck would rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branding</td>
<td>Humiliation and warn public</td>
<td>Usually on thumb with a letter denoting the offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whipping</td>
<td>Deterrence</td>
<td>Lashing the body of a criminal offender in front of a public audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital punishment</td>
<td>Deterrence</td>
<td>Putting the offender to death in front of a public audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banishment and transportation</td>
<td>Deterrence</td>
<td>Exile from society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk imprisonment</td>
<td>Retribution and incapacitation</td>
<td>Offenders kept in unsanitary decommissioned naval vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indentured servitude</td>
<td>Retribution and incapacitation</td>
<td>Offender subjected to virtual slavery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capital Punishment

This section will be brief due to more extensive coverage of the death penalty in Chapter 2. Historically speaking, the types of death penalties imposed are many and varied. Some examples include being buried alive (used in Western civilization as well as ancient China), being boiled in oil, being thrown to wild beasts (particularly used by the Romans), being impaled by a wooden stake, being drowned, being shot to death, being beheaded (especially with the guillotine), and being hanged. More contemporary methods include the use of lethal gas or lethal injection. By far, the most frequently used form of execution is hanging, which has been used throughout numerous points in history.

Banishment

In England between 1100 and 1700, there was an overreliance on the death penalty, and during this time the criminal code was nicknamed the “Bloody Code.” Though the rich and powerful may have been supportive of the harsh penalties, there was an undercurrent of discontent among numerous scholars, religious groups, and the peasant population over the capricious and continuous use of the death penalty. Thus, banishment proved a very useful alternative that became used with increasing regularity in lieu of the death penalty.

The 1600s and 1700s saw the implementation of banishment on a widespread scale. Over time, banishment came in two versions, depending on the country in question and the time period involved. First, banishment could be permanent or temporary. Second, banishment could mean simple exile from the country or exile to and/or enslavement in a penal colony. The development of English colonies in the Americas opened up new opportunities for banishment that could rid England of her criminal problems on a more permanent basis. This form of mercy was generally only implemented to solve a labor shortage that existed within the American colonies, with most offenders shipped to work as indentured servants under hard labor.
Transporting Offenders

Transportation became a nearly ideal solution to the punishment of criminal offenders because it resolved all of the drawbacks associated with other types of punishment. The costs were minimal, it was difficult (if not impossible) for offenders to return to England, and offenders could become sources of labor for the new colonies. Johnson and his coauthors (2008) note that of those offenders who were subjected to transportation, the majority were male, unskilled, from the lower classes, and had probably resorted to crime due to adverse economic conditions.

Indentured Servitude

Indentured servants in the American colonies included both free persons and offenders. Generally speaking, free persons who indentured themselves received better treatment due to the fact that they had some say in their initial agreement to working requirements prior to being transported to the colonies. Such persons came of their own accord in hope of making a better life in the New World. Most of these persons were poor and had few options in England. Though this meant that their lot was one of desperation, they were still not typically subjected to some of the more harsh treatment that offenders were subjected to when indentured into servitude.

Indentured status was essentially a form of slavery, albeit one that had a fixed term of service. During the time that persons were indentured, they were owned by their employer and could be subjected to nearly any penalty except death. It is estimated that nearly half of all persons who came to the Americas during the 1600s and 1700s were indentured servants (Johnson et al., 2008).

Hulks and Floating Prisons

When the American Revolution began in 1776, there was an abrupt halt to the transporting of convicts to those colonies. Thus, England began to look for new ideas regarding the housing of prisoners. One solution was to house offenders in hulks, which were broken-down, decommissioned war vessels of the British Royal Navy. These vessels were anchored in the River Thames. This practice started with the expectation that England would ultimately defeat the American colonies, thereby making the colonies available again for transportation. When it became clear that the colonies would maintain their independence, hulks were used as prisons for a more extended period. During the time when hulks were most widely used (1800s), there were over 10 such vessels that held over 5,000 offenders (Branch-Johnson, 1957).

Conditions aboard these decommissioned ships were deplorable. The smell of urine and feces, human bodies, and vermin filled the air. Overcrowding, poor ventilation, and a diet lacking appropriate nourishment left offenders in a constant state of ill health. Punishments for infractions were severe, and, as one might expect, there were no medical services. Further, all types of offenders were kept together aboard these vessels, including men, women, and vagrant youth. In many cases, there was no proactive effort to separate these offenders from one another. This then allowed for victimization of women and youth by other stronger and predatory offenders.

THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND CORRECTIONAL REFORM

As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the roots of punishment tend to be ingrained in a desire for revenge. From this intent emerged a number of ghastly tortures and punishments. But beginning in the 1700s, a new mindset began to develop throughout Europe.
It was during this period, referred to as the Age of Enlightenment, that many of the most famous philosophers of modern Western history found their place and left their mark (Carlson, Roth, & Travisono, 2008). This is when thinkers and reformers such as William Penn, Charles Montesquieu, Francois Voltaire, Cesare Beccaria, John Howard, and Jeremy Bentham became known as leading thinkers on punishment as well as advocates of humane treatment for prisoners (see Figure 1.1).

William Penn, the Quakers, and the Great Law

William Penn (1644–1718) was the founder of the state of Pennsylvania and a leader of the religious Quakers. He was an advocate of religious freedom and individual rights (Carlson et al., 2008). He was also instrumental in spreading the notion that criminal offenders were worthy of humane treatment. The Quaker movement in penal reform did not exist just in America; it also took hold in Italy and England. In the process, it influenced other great thinkers, such as Cesare Beccaria, John Howard, and Jeremy Bentham, all of whom would achieve prominence after the death of William Penn.

The Quakers followed a body of laws called the Great Law, which was more humane in approach than the typical English response to crime. According to the Great Law, hard labor was a more effective punishment than the death penalty. This became a new trend in American corrections, where hard labor was viewed as part of the actual punishment for serious crimes rather than simply being something that was done prior to the actual punishment given to the offender (Johnston, 2009). This was also the first time that offenders received a loss of liberty (albeit while completing hard labor) as a punishment in and of itself. This same concept would later be adopted by a future scholar held in high regard: Cesare Beccaria.

Charles Montesquieu, Francois Voltaire, and Cesare Beccaria

Montesquieu and Voltaire were French philosophers who were very influential during the Age of Enlightenment, and they were particularly concerned with what would be
considered human rights in today's society. Charles Montesquieu (1689–1755) wrote an essay titled *Persian Letters*, which was instrumental in illustrating the abuses of the criminal law in both France and Europe. *Persian Letters* is a collection of fictional letters from two Persian noblemen who visited Paris for the first time, and it reflects the thoughts of these two characters on European laws and customs as compared to those in Persia.

At about the same time, Francois Voltaire (1694–1778) became involved with a number of trials that challenged traditional ideas of legalized torture, criminal responsibility, and justice. Voltaire was intrigued with inequities in government and among the wealthy. Like his friend Montesquieu, Voltaire wrote critically of the French government. In fact, he was imprisoned in the Bastille (a fortified prison) for 11 months for writing a scathing satire of the French government. In 1726, Voltaire's wit, public behavior, and critical writing offended much of the nobility in France, and he was essentially given two options: He could be imprisoned or agree to exile. Voltaire chose exile and lived in England from 1726 to 1729. While in England, Voltaire became acquainted with John Locke, another great thinker on crime, punishment, and reform.

These two philosophers helped pave the way for one of the most influential criminal law reformers of Western Europe. Cesare Beccaria (1738–1794) was very famous for his thoughts and writings on criminal laws, punishments, and corrections. Beccaria was an Italian philosopher who wrote a brief treatise titled *An Essay on Crimes and Punishments* (1764). This treatise was the first argument among scholars and philosophers made in public writing against the death penalty. The text was considered a seminal work and was eventually translated into French, English, and a number of other languages.

Beccaria condemned the death penalty on two grounds. First, he claimed that the state does not actually possess any kind of spiritual or legal right to take lives. Second, he said the death penalty was neither useful nor necessary as a form of punishment. Beccaria also contended that punishment should be viewed as having a preventive rather than a retributive function. He believed that it was the certainty of punishment (not the severity) that achieved a preventative effect, and that in order to be effective, punishment should be prompt. Many of these tenets comport with classical criminological views on crime and punishment.

Due to Beccaria's beliefs and contentions, he became viewed as the Father of Classical Criminology, which was instrumental in shifting views on crime and punishment toward a more humanistic means of response. Among other things, Beccaria advocated for proportionality between the crime that was committed by an offender and the specific sanction that was given. Since not all crimes are equal, the use of progressively greater sanctions became an instrumental component in achieving this proportionality. Classical criminology, in addition to advocating proportionality, emphasized that punishments must be useful, purposeful, and reasonable. Beccaria contended that humans were hedonistic—seeking pleasure while wishing to avoid pain—and that this required an appropriate amount of punishment to counterbalance the rewards derived from criminal behavior. Further, Beccaria called for the more routine use of prisons as a means of incapacitating offenders and denying them their liberty. This was perhaps the first time that the notion of denying offenders their liberty from free movement was seen as a valid punishment in its own right.

**John Howard: The Making of the Penitentiary**

John Howard (1726–1790) was a man of means who inherited a sizable estate at Cardington, near Bedford (in England). He ran the Cardington estate in a progressive manner and with careful attention to the conditions of the homes and education of the citizens who were under his stead. In 1773, the public position of sheriff of Bedfordshire became vacant, and Howard was given the appointment. One of his duties as sheriff was that of prison inspector. While conducting his inspections, Howard was appalled by the unsanitary conditions that he found. Further, he was dismayed and shocked by the lack of justice in a system where offenders paid their gaolers (an Old English spelling for jailers) and were kept jailed for nonpayment even if they were found to be innocent of their alleged crime.

Howard traveled throughout Europe, examining prison conditions in a wide variety of settings. He was particularly moved by the conditions that he found on the English
hulks and was an advocate for improvements in the conditions of these and other facilities. Howard was impressed with many of the institutions in France and Italy. In 1777, he used those institutions as examples from which he drafted his *State of Prisons* treatise, which was presented to Parliament.

**Jeremy Bentham: Hedonistic Calculus**

Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) was the leading reformer of the criminal law in England during the late 1700s and early 1800s, and his work reflected the vast changes in criminological and penological thinking that were taking place at that time. Born roughly a decade after Beccaria, Bentham was strongly influenced by Beccaria's work. In particular, Bentham was a leading advocate for the use of graduated penalties that connected the punishment with the crime. Naturally, this was consistent with Beccaria's ideas that punishments should be proportional to the crimes committed.

Bentham believed that a person's behavior could be determined through scientific principles. He believed that behavior could be shaped by the outcomes that it produced. Bentham contended that the primary motivation for intelligent and rational people was to optimize the likelihood of obtaining pleasurable experiences while minimizing the likelihood of obtaining painful or unpleasant experiences. This is sometimes called the pleasure-pain principle and is referred to as **hedonistic calculus**. Bentham's views are reflected in his reforms of the criminal law in England. Bentham, like Beccaria, believed that punishment could act as a deterrent and that punishment's main purpose, therefore, should be to deter future criminal behavior.

**PUNISHMENT DURING EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY: 1700s–1800s**

With the exception of William Penn, the penal reformists all came from Europe and did the majority of their work on that continent. Indeed, none of these persons (Montesquieu, Voltaire, Beccaria, Howard, and Bentham) were influential until after Penn's death in 1718. In fact, Beccaria, Howard, and Bentham were not born until after William Penn had passed away, while Montesquieu and Voltaire were in their mid-to-late 20s at this time. The reason that this is important is twofold. First, it is important for students to understand the historical chronological development of correctional thought. Second, this demonstrates that while the American colonies experienced reform in the early 1700s, this reform was lost when the Great Law in Pennsylvania was overturned upon Penn's death in 1718. From the time of Penn's demise until about 1787, penal reform and new thought on corrections largely occurred in Europe, leaving America in a social and philosophical vacuum (Johnson et al., 2008).

This digression in correctional thought continued throughout the 1700s and culminated with what is today a little-known detail in American penological history. The **Old Newgate Prison**, located in Connecticut, was the first official prison in the United States. The structure of this prison reflects the lack of concern for reforming offenders that was common during this era. Old Newgate Prison was crude in design and, in actuality, served two purposes: It was a chartered copper mine, and from 1773 to 1827, it was used as a colonial prison. This prison housed inmates underground and was designed to punish the offenders while they were under hard labor. Due to the desire to strengthen security of the facility (successful escape attempts had been made), a brick-and-mortar structure was built around the entry to the mine that consisted of...
an exterior walled compound and observation/guard towers. Thus, this facility truly was a prison, albeit a crude one. However, it was not built for correctional purposes; its purpose was solely punishment.

Students are encouraged to read Focus Topic 1.1: Escape From Old Newgate Prison for a very interesting tale and historical account of the development and use of this prison. This prison is hardly mentioned in most texts on American corrections; this should not be the case since this was a very significant development in American penological history. Further, Old Newgate Prison demonstrates how the development of prison construction and correctional thought occurred over the span of years with many lessons that were hard learned. The history of this prison is a critical beginning juncture in American penology and also demonstrates how modifications to prison structure became increasingly important when administering a system designed to keep offenders in custody. As we will see in future chapters, the concern with secure custody plagued correctional professionals throughout subsequent eras of prison development, with custody of the offender being the primary mandate of secure facilities.

The Walnut Street Jail

While the Old Newgate Prison was in full operation in Connecticut, advocates of prison reform in Pennsylvania were gaining momentum after several decades of apparent dormancy. A little over 60 years had elapsed after William Penn’s death when, in the late 1780s, an American medical doctor and political activist by the name of Benjamin Rush became influential in the push for prison reform (Carlson et al., 2008). In 1787, Rush, the Quakers, and other reformers met together in what was then the first official prison reform group, the Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons (which was later named the Pennsylvania Prison Society), to consider potential changes in penal codes among the colonies (Carlson et al., 2008). This group was active in the ultimate development of the penitentiary wing within the Walnut Street Jail, which was established in 1790 (Carlson et al., 2008). This development was America’s first attempt to actually incarcerate inmates with the purpose of reforming them. A wing of the jail was designated an official penitentiary where convicted felons were provided educational opportunities, religious services, basic medical attention, and access to productive work activity. Thus, it is perhaps accurate to say that the Walnut Street Jail was also the first attempt at correction in the United States (Carlson et al., 2008). Eventually, counties throughout Pennsylvania were encouraged to transport inmates with long sentences to the Walnut Street Jail. This is thought to be the first move toward the centralization of the prison system under the authority of the state rather than of individual counties, as jails had until this time been organized.

While the Walnut Street Jail marked a clear victory for prison reformers, the jail (and its corresponding penitentiary wing) eventually encountered serious problems with overcrowding, time management, and organization as well as challenges with the maintenance of the physical facilities. Over time, frequent inmate disturbances and violence led to high staff turnover, and by 1835, the Walnut Street Jail was closed. This icon of reform stayed in operation only 8 years longer than the Old Newgate Prison.

However, it is extremely important that students read the following sentence very carefully: The Walnut Street Jail was not the first prison in America; rather, it was the first penitentiary. The difference is that a penitentiary, by definition, is intended to have the offender seek penitence and reform, whereas a prison simply holds an offender in custody for a prolonged period of time.
The Pennsylvania System

During the 1820s, two models of prison operation emerged: the Pennsylvania and Auburn systems (Carlson et al., 2008). These two systems came into vogue as the Old Newgate Prison was closed and once it became fairly clear that the Walnut Street Jail was not a panacea for prison and/or correctional concerns. With the approved allocation of Western State Penitentiary and Eastern State Penitentiary, the beginning of the Pennsylvania system was set into motion.

In 1826, the doors of Western State Penitentiary were open for the reception of inmates. The penitentiary opened with solitary cells for 200 inmates, following the original ideal to have solitary confinement without labor (Stanko, Gillespie, & Crews, 2004). However, doubts arose as to whether this would truly have reformative benefits among offenders and if it would be economical. Advocates of Western State Penitentiary contended that solitary confinement would be economical because offenders would repent more quickly, resulting in a reduced need for facilities (Sellin, 1970). While construction of Eastern State Penitentiary continued, planners were careful to learn from the mistakes of Western State Penitentiary. It is because of this that Eastern State Penitentiary has drawn most of the attention when historians and prison buffs talk about the Pennsylvania system of corrections.

Escape From Old Newgate Prison

Just a couple of years before the first shots of the American Revolution were fired, the Connecticut General Assembly decided that what the colony needed most was a good, heavy-duty gaol. In the legislators' wisdom, any new prison would have to meet certain specifications. It would have to be fairly close to Hartford, absolutely escape proof; self-supporting (i.e., inmates would have to be "profitably employed"); and—most important of all, then as now—cheap to build and maintain.

Near "Turkey Hills," in the region of northern Simsbury (now East Granby), there were some abandoned copper mines that had been sporadically dug with disappointing results since early in the century. The legislature immediately appointed a three-member study commission to "view and explore the copper mines at Simsbury."

The study group was mighty impressed with the prison potential of a many-shafted mine that ran deep under a mountain. Only 15 miles from Hartford, the mine boasted at least one cavern, 20 feet below ground, large enough to accommodate a "lodging room" that was 16 feet square. There were also lots of connecting tunnels where prisoners could be gainfully employed by being made to pick away at the veins of copper ore located there.

Better yet, according to the report, the only access to the mine from outside came from two air shafts: one 25 feet deep and the other 70 feet deep, the latter leading to "a fine spring of water." Still better was the low cost of mine-to-gaol conversion. By October 1773, the government had obtained a lease, carpenters had built the lodging room, and workmen had fitted a heavy iron door into the 25-foot air shaft, 6 feet beneath the surface. In the same month, the Connecticut General Assembly designated the place as "a public gaol or workhouse, for the use of this Colony"; named it Newgate Prison, after London's dismal house of detention; and appointed a "master" (or "keeper") and three "overseers" to administer the gaol.

Only men (never women) who had been convicted of the most dastardly crimes known to the colony—burglary, robbery, counterfeiting or passing funny money, and horse thieving—were eligible for a one-way trip into the state's dank, dark prison without walls. Chosen for the dubious honor of being Newgate's first prisoner was one John Hinson, a 20-year-old man about whom—considering his historic, "groundbreaking" status—surprisingly little is known. Convicted for some unrecorded crime and remanded to Newgate by the Superior Court on December 22, 1773, Hinson spent exactly 18 days in the "escape-proof" gaol before departing quietly for parts unknown. Although no one saw him leave, obviously, there was some evidence that he had used the 70-foot well shaft to climb out of the mine.

As a consequence of the successful escape of Hinson and, 3 months later, three more Newgate prisoners, it was ordered that modifications be undertaken that included, in 1802, the erection of a high stone wall around the prison.
Finally, in September 1827, after almost 54 years of operation, during which well over 800 prisoners were committed to its clammy, subterranean dungeons, Newgate Prison was abandoned, and the remaining inmates were transferred to the new state prison at Wethersfield. Significantly, the last escape attempt occurred on the night before the move to Wethersfield, when a prisoner fell back into the well—and drowned—as he tried to emulate old John Hinson of sainted memory. Coming when it did, at the bitter end of the facility’s long, dark history, the death was a tragic, but somehow fitting, reminder of Newgate’s most enduring legend.


In 1829, Eastern State Penitentiary opened. It was designed on a separate confinement system of housing inmates, similar to Western State Penitentiary. This system allowed inmates to reside in their cells indefinitely. Aside from unforeseen emergencies, special circumstances, or medical issues, inmates spent 24 hours a day in their cells. They had interactions with only a few human beings, most of them prison staff.

Eastern State Penitentiary was sometimes referred to as the Cherry Hill facility because it had been built on the grounds of a cherry tree orchard. The original structure had 252 cells, and each was much more spacious than those of Western State Penitentiary. Cells at Eastern were 12 feet long, 7 feet wide, and 16 feet high. The conditions within Eastern were quite humane and well ahead of their time. Indeed, as Johnston (2009) notes,

Each prisoner was to be provided with a cell from which they would rarely leave and each cell had to be large enough to be a workplace and have attached a small individual exercise yard. Cutting edge technology of the 1820s and 1830s was used to install conveniences unmatched in other public buildings: central heating (before the U.S. Capitol); a flush toilet in each cell (long before the White House was provided with such conveniences); shower baths (apparently the first in the country). (p. 1)

It is clear that the physical conditions of this facility were sanitary even by today’s standards. Further, the conditions of day-to-day treatment were also similar to what one might find in some prisons today.

Ultimately, the Pennsylvania system of separate confinement drew substantial controversy. The long periods of solitary confinement resulted in many inmates having emotional breakdowns, and various forms of mental illness emerged due to the extreme isolation. Prison suicide attempts became commonplace within the facility, which, by religious Quaker standards, meant that those inmates would not have their souls redeemed—an obvious failure at reform, both in the material world and in the spiritual world in which the Quakers believed. Eventually, the start of the Civil War made funds less available, and the practice of individual confinement was largely abandoned. Such was the demise of the Pennsylvania system of penitentiary management.

**The Auburn System**

In 1816, 11 years before Old Newgate Prison closed in 1827, 19 years before the Walnut Street Jail closed in 1835, 10 years prior to the opening of Western State Penitentiary in 1826,
TABLE 1.2
Timeline for the Opening and Closure of Early American Prisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISON</th>
<th>YEAR OPENED</th>
<th>YEAR CLOSED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Newgate Prison</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>1827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Street Jail</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern State Penitentiary</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16 and 13 years prior to the opening of Eastern State Penitentiary in 1829, the state of New York opened the Auburn Prison (see Table 1.2). The means that New York used to operate its prisons were different than the modes of operation in Pennsylvania. This alternative system was termed the *Auburn system* or congregate system, and under its provisions, inmates were kept in solitary confinement during the evening but were permitted to work together during the day. Throughout all of their activities, inmates were expected to stay silent and were not allowed to communicate with one another by any means whatsoever. Initially, this type of operation was implemented in Auburn Prison and the prison located in Ossining, New York. (Ossining would later be known as Sing Sing Prison.) The Auburn system was a significant turning point in American penology since it redefined much of the point and purpose of a prison facility.

Auburn designs tended to have much smaller cells than the Pennsylvania system, due to the fact that inmates were allowed out of their cells on a daily basis so that they could go to work. Auburn facilities were designed as industry facilities that had some type of factory within them. The economic emphasis throughout the Auburn system was one that became popular among other states and spread throughout the nation. In 1821, Elam Lynds was made warden at Auburn, and he was the primary organizer behind the development of the Auburn system. Warden Lynds contended that all inmates should be treated equally, and he believed that a busy and strict regimen was the best way to run a prison. Prison life included lockstep marching and very rigid discipline. It is at this time that the classic white-and-black striped uniforms appeared. All inmates were expected to work, read the Bible, and pray each day. The idea was that through hard work, religious instruction, penitence, and obedience, the inmate would change from criminal behavior to law-abiding behavior (Carlson & Garrett, 2008).

The Auburn system of prison operation initially had economic success due to several factors. First, the proceeds generated from inmate labor aided in offsetting the costs of housing the inmates. Second, the use of the congregate system allowed more productive work to take place—work that often required group effort. Third, other innovations of the Auburn system ensured its profitability. One of these was the use of inmate labor for profit through a *contract labor system*, which eventually became a mainstay feature of the Auburn system. The contract labor system utilized inmate labor through state-negotiated contracts with private manufacturers who provided the prison with raw materials so that prison labor could refine those materials (Roth, 2011). Items such as footwear, carpets, furniture, and clothing were produced through this system.

**Two American Prototypes in Conflict**

Both the Pennsylvania system and the Auburn system of prison construction and management had achieved attention in Europe by the late 1830s and were seen as unique models of prison management that were distinctly American in thought and innovation (Carlson et al., 2008). It was not long, however, until questions regarding the superiority of one system over the other began to emerge. Both the Pennsylvania system and the Auburn system had potential benefits and drawbacks.
Ultimately, the Auburn system was the model that states adopted due to the economic advantages that were quickly realized. In addition, the political climate of the time favored an emphasis on separation, obedience, labor, and silence since sentiments toward crime and criminals were less forgiving during this era. Maintaining a daily routine of hard work was seen as the key to reform. Idleness, according to many advocates of this more stern system, provided convicts with time to teach one another how to commit future crimes. Thus, it was important to keep convicts busy so that they did not have the time or energy to dwell on the commission of criminal activity.

The Southern System of Penology: Before and After the Civil War

The climate and philosophy of southern penology has been captured on the silver screen in several classic prison movies, such as *Cool Hand Luke* and *Brubaker*. Indeed, more modern films, such as *O Brother, Where Art Thou?*, portray southern penology in a manner that is similar to its predecessors. When examining southern penology, it is important to understand the different cultural and economic characteristics of the region, particularly when comparing this type of prison system with the Pennsylvania and New York systems. From a historical, social, and cultural standpoint, students should keep in mind that the slave era took place during the early to mid-1800s (up until 1864 or so), and this impacted the manner in which corrections was handled in the South.

Prior to the Civil War, separate laws were required for slaves and free men who turned criminal. These laws were referred to as Black Codes, and they included harsher punishments for crimes than were given to white offenders (Browne, 2010). What is notable is that black slaves were not usually given prison sentences because this interfered with the ability of plantation owners to get labor out of the slave, a commodity desperately needed in the plantation system (Browne, 2010; Roth, 2011). Thus, during the pre–Civil War era, prisons typically had populations that included mostly white inmates with only a few free blacks (Browne, 2010).

After the Civil War, the economy was in ruin, and the social climate was chaotic throughout the southern United States. In a time when things were very uncertain, there were few resources of any sort and ideas as to how the inmate population should be dealt with were scarce. Because there were not sufficient prison resources, the lease system continued to be implemented and expanded. It is interesting to point out that after the Civil War, over 90% of all leased inmates were in the South (McShane, 1996a, 1996b; Roth, 2011). This was largely due to the political and economic characteristics of the region as well as the termination of slavery that occurred with the South’s defeat.

Eventually, southern states abolished the leasing system and created large prison farms that were reminiscent of the old plantations of the South (Roth, 2006). These farms operated to maximize profits and reduce the costs associated with incarceration of the inmate population. During this time, some major southern penal farms, such as Angola in Louisiana and Cummins in Arkansas, developed a sense of notoriety (Roth, 2006).

Since the majority of the law-abiding citizenry had no concern for the welfare of convicts, both of these systems proved to be lucrative and workable arrangements for businesses and state systems. With this in mind, it is perhaps accurate to say that southern penology took a step backward in correctional advancement and did so in a manner that maximized profit at the expense of long-term reform and crime reduction. Because these systems were profitable, there was no incentive to eliminate abuses.
The Chain Gang and the South

Chain gangs were a common feature within the southern penal system. This type of labor arrangement was primarily used by counties and states to build railroads and levees and to maintain county roads and state highways (Carroll, 1996). Most jurisdictions viewed this type of labor as a way to make money and also reduce overhead in housing inmates. The shackles were never removed from inmates on many chain gangs, and the men would usually sleep chained together in cages (Carroll, 1996).

In addition, the overseers of this system were poorly paid and often illiterate. This meant that, in a manner of speaking, the guard staff became dependent upon this system in which they settled for the substandard wage given as they furthered the cause of a system that exploited even them, though to a lesser extent when compared with the convict (Carroll, 1996). Given these circumstances and the limited skills of the guard staff, the use of brute force and clumsy tactics of inmate control prevailed.

The Western System of Penology

As crime rose in the Wild West, settlers responded by building crude jails in the towns that lay scattered across the desert terrain. These jails were not very secure and typically did resemble how they are often portrayed on American television (Carlson & Garrett, 2008). For the most part, they were used as holding cells, and long-term housing simply did not exist. During these years, most western states were territories that had not achieved statehood, and inmates were usually held in territorial facilities or in federal military facilities (Johnson et al., 2008).

As the need for space became greater, most western states found it more economical and easy to simply contract with other states and with the federal government to take custody of their inmates (Carlson & Garrett, 2008). The western states paid a set cost each year and simply shipped their offenders elsewhere; given the social landscape at the time, this was perhaps the most viable of options that these states could choose. According to Carlson and Garrett (2008), western states paid for other states to maintain custody of their offenders. This allowed western states to avoid the costs of building and maintaining large prisons and/or plantations. As time went on, state governments in the West developed, and the region became more settled. Once this occurred, western states began to build their own prisons. These prisons were designed along the lines of the Auburn system with an emphasis on labor.

THE AGE OF THE REFORMATORY IN AMERICA

In 1870, prison reformers met in Cincinnati and ultimately established the National Prison Association (NPA). This organization was responsible for many changes in prison operations during the late 1800s, which were listed in its Declaration of Principles (Wooldredge, 1996). This declaration advocated for a philosophy of reformation rather than the mere use of punishment, progressive classification of inmates, the use of indeterminate sentences, and the cultivation of the inmate’s sense of self-respect—perhaps synonymous with self-efficacy in today’s manner of speaking. These innovations eventually became themes in the evolution of American corrections. This meeting and the recommendations that emanated from it were actually quite remarkable for the time period in which this occurred. It was only a handful of years after the Civil War, and the cattle drives and Old West tales had not yet become legend.

The first reformatory, Elmira Reformatory, was opened in July 1876 when the facility’s first inmates arrived from Auburn Prison. Ironically, the site of the Elmira Reformatory had at one time been a prisoner-of-war camp for captured Confederate soldiers during
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the Civil War (Brockway, 1912; Wooldredge, 1996). The camp had a vile history, and thousands of southern soldiers died in the squalid, harsh, and brutal environment. However, the use of Elmira in 1876 was one of reform (thus the word reformatory), and this ushered in a new era in the field of penology.

The warden of Elmira Reformatory was a man by the name of Zebulon Brockway, who started his career in corrections as a prison guard in a state prison in Connecticut (Brockway, 1912). Brockway contended that imprisonment was designed to reform inmates, and he advocated for individualized plans of reform. During his term as warden, Brockway embarked on perhaps the most ambitious attempts to have the Declaration of Principles implemented within a correctional facility (Wooldredge, 1996). Judges, working within the framework of these principles and adopting an indeterminate sentencing approach, would sentence first-time offenders with modified indeterminate sentences. When serving these sentences, the reform of the offender was monitored, and, if successfully reformed, the offender was released prior to the expiration of the sentence. If the offender did not demonstrate sufficient proof of reform, he simply served the maximum term.

The Elmira Reformatory used a system of classification that had been produced due to Brockway’s admiration of the work of Alexander Maconochie, a captain in the British Royal Navy who in 1837 was placed in command over the English penal colony at Norfolk Island. While serving in this command, Maconochie proposed a system where the duration of the sentence was determined by the inmate’s work habits and righteous conduct. Called a mark system because “marks” were provided to the convict for each day of successful toil, this system was quite well organized and thought out (Brockway, 1912).

Under this plan, convicts were given marks and were moved through phases of supervision until they finally earned full release. Because of this, Maconochie’s system is considered indeterminate in nature, with convicts progressing through five specific phases of classification. Indeterminate sentences include a range of years that will be potentially served by the offender. The offender is released during some point in the range of years that are assigned by the sentencing judge. Both the minimum and maximum times can be modified by a number of factors, such as offender behavior and offender work ethic. The indeterminate sentence stands in contrast to the use of determinate sentences, which consist of fixed periods of incarceration imposed on the offender with no later flexibility in the term that is served. Brockway was a strong advocate of the indeterminate concept and believed that it was critical to turning punishment into a corrective and reformative tool. Ultimately, it was found that these institutions were actually no more successful at molding inmates into law-abiding and productive citizens than were prisons, and by 1910, the reformatory movement began to decline in use.

PRISONS IN AMERICA: 1900s TO THE END OF WORLD WAR II

Prison Farming Systems

The prison farm concept was one that began in Mississippi and then extended throughout a number of southern states. The use of this type of prison operation lasted until well after World War II. As was noted earlier, prison farms were profit driven and based on agricultural production. Even though their particular market was agricultural, much of their operation was similar in approach to industrial prisons; the key difference was simply in the product that was manufactured. Two systems in particular capture the essence of southern prison farming: Arkansas and Texas.

The Arkansas System: Worst of the Worst

The conditions within the Arkansas prison system are thought to be the worst of all those among the southern prison farm era. The Arkansas system actually only consisted of two prison plantations, the Cummins Farm, which covered approximately 16,000 acres
of territory, and the Tucker Farm, which spanned about 4,500 acres of territory. Each of these facilities produced rice, cotton, vegetables, and livestock. What made this prison system so particularly terrible was the corruption, brutality, and completely inhumane means of operation that existed.

The Arkansas prison system, similar to the Mississippi prison system, placed inmates in charge of other inmates. In Arkansas, these inmates were referred to as trusties and were at the top of the inmate hierarchy. Civilian employees in the prisons in Arkansas were scarce, meaning that trusties were responsible for most of the day-to-day order on the farm. The trusties served as guards over the other inmates and carried weapons. They also controlled and operated critical services, such as food and medical services. Trusties had their own dormitory to themselves, more freedom than other inmates, and the best food, and they were free to extort other inmates for money, goods, or services. As one might expect, such extortion happened quite frequently.

The overall supervisor of this system was the superintendent, whose primary role was to ensure that the prison farm operated at a profit. This meant that the superintendent tended to provide all authority to the trusties, so long as they made the prison a profit. The control of desperate, underfed, exhausted, and often ill inmates was maintained through a process of constant punishment. Some of these punishments were nothing less than the use of torture. Punishments included whipping; the inmate’s fingers, nose, ears, or genitals being pinched with pliers; and even inserting needles under the inmate’s fingernails. One of the most infamous forms of torture used was the “Tucker Telephone.” The Tucker Telephone consisted of an old-fashioned crank telephone wired in sequence with two batteries. Electrodes coming from it were attached to a prisoner’s big toe and genitalia. The electrical components of the phone were modified so that cranking the telephone sent an electric shock through the prisoner’s body.

**The Progressive Era**

From 1900 to 1920, numerous reforms took place across the United States, and this led to some dubbing this period the Age of Reform. For prison operations, the Age of Reform reflected an era of change and attention to humane treatment of inmates. During the Progressive Era, a particularly influential group, known as the Progressives, cast attention on social problems throughout the nation and sought to improve the welfare of the underprivileged. The members of this group remained steadfast in the belief that understanding deviant behavior lay with social and psychological causes, and they also contended that social and psychological treatment programs were the key to offender reform. Due to this line of thought and the influence of the Progressives, the field of penology eventually included psychologists, social workers, and psychiatrists in addition to lawyers and security staff.

**The Era of the “Big House”**

The Big House era lasted from the early 1900s to just before the emergence of the civil rights movement. **Big House prisons** were typically large stone structures with brick walls, guard towers, and checkpoints throughout the facility. The key architectural feature to Big House prisons was the use of concrete and steel. The cell blocks sometimes had up to six levels, making the entire structure large and foreboding. The interior of each cell block often was extremely hot and humid during the summer months and cold during the winter months. In addition, these structures magnified noise levels, creating echoes throughout as steel doors and keys clanged open and shut, announcements were made, and machinery operated within the facility.

**The Medical Model**

During the 1930s, another perspective emerged regarding inmate treatment and the likelihood for reform. The medical model developed in tandem with the rise of the behavioral
The Crime Control Model

The crime control model emerged during a “get tough” era on crime. The use of longer sentences, more frequent use of the death penalty, and an increased use of intensive supervised probation all were indicative of this era’s approach to crime. The use of determinate sentencing laws took the discretion from many judges so that, like it or not, sentences were awarded at a set level regardless of the circumstances associated with the charge. Increasingly, states and the federal government are realizing that the approach of the crime control era may have been a bit too ambitious, particularly since states cannot afford, in the current state of the economy, to pay the bills for the long-term incarceration that has been invoked under this approach.
MODERN-DAY SYSTEMS: FEDERAL AND STATE INMATE CHARACTERISTICS

The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was initially established by Congress in 1930 and has since that time become a highly centralized organization with over 33,000 employees who supervise more than 209,000 inmates. The federal system has over 100 facilities that include maximum-security prisons, supermax facilities, detention centers, prison camps, and even halfway houses. The variety of correctional services provided by this system is much greater than what most state systems provide (Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2010b).

Since the War on Drugs that occurred during the 1980s, the proportion of drug offenders has remained high, constituting more than half of the BOP population (Carson, 2014). However, unlike state prisoners, most federal offenders are not violent, and their drug crimes are also not usually associated with violence. Also interesting is that roughly 12% of all federal inmates are citizens of other countries (Carson, 2014). As an indicator of the types of crimes and the types of criminals that tend to be included in the federal system, consider that 54% of federal inmates are classified as being either a low- or minimum-security risk, with the average time served for BOP inmates being around 6.5 years in length (Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2010b).

Within state correctional systems, there is quite a bit of variety, in terms of both their operation and the inmates that they house. The size of prisons within one state can have a great degree of variability. The Louisiana State Penitentiary (Angola) houses over 5,000 inmates (more than the total inmate count for the entire state of North Dakota), while other prisons in other states may house fewer than 1,000 inmates. A wide variety of types of facilities may be included in a state system, just as with the federal system described previously. Additionally, working for one state prison system can be quite different from working for another in terms of salary, training, opportunities, and so forth.

In late 2016, national statistics indicated that more than half (54%) of all state prison inmates were violent offenders, while nearly half (47%) of federal inmates were drug offenders (Carson, 2018). To make matters worse for state systems that house these difficult populations, consider that state budgets tend to not be as large as the federal budget, so funding is often an issue that keeps state systems from operating as effectively as the BOP. This also means that working conditions, salaries, and training among state prison staff tend to vary, though the American Correctional Association has been very influential in professionalizing the field of corrections throughout numerous states. All in all, state corrections tends to be the most common form of corrections, but, despite advances, these systems do not fare as well as the BOP.

It is also important to note that the majority of inmates are housed in state prison systems. Among these, most are in custody in one of the seven largest prison systems. The largest three systems each have populations near to or over a 100,000 inmate head count and include Texas (with 163,703 inmates), California (with 130,390 inmates), and Florida (with 99,974 inmates). All three of these state prison populations are significantly larger than the other 47 state systems to which they can be compared (Carson, 2018). According to Carson (2018), the remaining four of the largest seven systems each house between 49,000 and 54,000 inmates and include the states of Georgia (53,287 inmates), Ohio (52,175 inmates), New York (50,716 inmates), and Pennsylvania (49,244 inmates). Collectively, these four prison systems house just under 205,000 inmates (Carson, 2018). All of the other states were reported to house fewer than 49,000 inmates, with most housing substantially less than this number.

The Emergence of the Top Three in Corrections

This term the Top Three in corrections is an apt description of the three largest state correctional systems in the United States. Texas is the largest system, California is the next largest, and Florida is third (Carson, 2018). These systems are referred to as the Top Three due to the fact that they are the largest three systems according to inmate count. We will not discuss each state individually. Rather, students should understand that the Top Three in corrections are important for a number of reasons that go beyond their mere head count.
First, these three states have large overall free-world populations as well as prison populations. This means that each of these states has a large population that is likely to be more representative of the overall U.S. population than would be the case for numerous other states. When taken in total, these three states should be considered somewhat representative of the overall U.S. population. Because they are representative, this means that research conducted from samples taken from these three states will, collectively, be likely to yield results that generalize to the rest of the United States.

Second, each of these states has had to grapple with immigration issues and the constant ingress and egress of legal and illegal persons within its borders. This is a unique characteristic that is not shared by a majority of the states. While other states may also struggle with this issue, the Top Three do so on a large-scale basis. This makes a difference because of the type of crime problems that are encountered (i.e., more drug trafficking, smuggling issues, and organized crime activity) as well as the factors that are associated with those problems (more drug use, cultural clashes, and more complicated crime problems). Third, these states all possess a truly diverse array of racial and cultural groups. The history of each of the Top Three reflects exchanges between various cultures. In all three states, the Latino population is well represented, as are the African American and Asian American populations. Other racial and cultural groups are likewise represented in each of these three states, partially due to routine immigration and also due to the unique histories of the states.

Fourth and lastly, each of these three states tends to have a fairly robust economy. The market conditions in all are active and vibrant due to their locations (all have extensive coastlines) and due to a sufficient number of urban areas within their borders. The fact that these three states tend to have more stable economies (at least throughout most of their history) impacts how well they are able to fund their correctional programs. This can make a considerable difference in the overall approach to a correctional agency’s response in processing the offender population.

**CONCLUSION**

Corrections is a term that has origins in the need and/or desire to punish those who commit an aberrant behavior that is proscribed by society. Indeed, the terms punishment and corrections have shared common meanings throughout history. This text presents the term corrections as a process whereby practitioners from a variety of agencies and programs use tools, techniques, and facilities to engage in organized security and treatment functions intended to correct criminal tendencies among the offender population.

In ancient times, the ability of an aggrieved party to gain retribution for a crime required some form of retaliation. In most cases, individuals or groups only achieved retribution if they were able to personally extract it from the offender. Later, over time, rulers of various groups organized processes of achieving retribution, thereby reducing the likelihood that conflicts between individuals and groups would escalate. Regardless of the type of customs that existed in various areas of Europe, the use of physically humiliating punishments and crippling punishments was still widespread. When examining the history of punishment and corrections, it is clear that early forms of punishment were quite barbaric when compared with those today.

The rise of the Enlightenment and the writings of a variety of scholars and philosophers helped shape the use of simple punishments from barbaric cruelty to corrective mechanisms intended to reduce problematic behaviors. Further, a distinct sense of rationality was used in administering punishments, and new concepts were introduced. One of the premiere figures who advocated the use of reason was Cesare Beccaria. It was Beccaria who advocated for proportionality between the crime committed and the punishment received. Beccaria also contended that it was the certainty of punishment, not the severity, that would be more likely to deter crime. These novel concepts, as well as the contention that offenders should be treated humanely, marked the Enlightenment and the emergence of prison reform in Europe and the United States.

As prison development in America began, two competing mindsets emerged: the Pennsylvania and Auburn systems of prison operation. Numerous dichotomies and disagreements in philosophy as to the rightful goal of prisons emerged as the Pennsylvania
system and the Auburn system competed. The intent of the Pennsylvania system was strictly to reform offenders. On the other hand, the primary motive behind the Auburn system had a business-model perspective—prisons should be self-sufficient or as close to self-sufficient as possible. Ultimately, the money-making option was more compatible with the capitalist notions of the United States, and the Auburn system gave way to the penal farm, particularly in the southern United States.

The profit motive ultimately drove southern states to implement the farming prison, while the northeastern areas of the nation adopted the use of prison industries. In both cases, inmates were leased out to private businesses that could make a profit off of inmate labor. This again highlighted the impact of the Auburn system. In the South, the use of prison farms became reminiscent of the old plantation era prior to the Civil War, and, in fact, some prisons were built right on the grounds of prior plantations. The traditions in the South, along with racial discrimination and disparity and poor economic circumstances, served to replicate many of the injustices that occurred in the prior slave era, just under a different guise.

The Big House era emerged from the prison industry model, but, unlike the prison industry or the prison farming approach, inmates in the Big House were not put through grueling labor, and they were not subjected to the same level of rule setting as inmates in the past. Eventually, the Big House era, the prison industry model, and the prison farm model gave way to the state and federal systems that we now have in place. In 1930, the Federal Bureau of Prisons was established and has emerged as a premiere correctional agency. Among state prison systems, three states (Texas, California, and Florida) are by far the largest of the state systems, with each at or exceeding 100,000 inmates. These three states collectively include nearly one third of the entire state inmate population throughout the nation. Because of this, any research or other generalization made about corrections in the United States should, at least for the most part, include each of these states as an object of interest. Going further, these systems, along with four others that combined include another approximately 210,000 inmates, house most of the violent offenders throughout the United States despite the tight correctional budgets with which they must operate.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

Test your understanding of chapter content. Take the practice quiz at edge.sagepub.com/hanserbrief.

1. **Identify punishment and identify corrections.** How does each differ from the other, and why are they often confused with one another?

2. **How has punishment progressed from ancient and medieval times to current practices?** Are there still similarities in thought, and, if so, what are they?
3. Identify key thinkers and persons of influence who have impacted the field of corrections. For each, be sure to highlight their particular contribution(s) to the field.

4. What is the significance of Old Newgate Prison? What distinguishes this structure from the penitentiary wing added to the Walnut Street Jail? Why is Old Newgate Prison important to correctional history in the United States?

5. Explain how the classical school of criminology, behavioral psychology, and the field of corrections can be interrelated in reforming offender behavior.

6. What are some key differences between the Pennsylvania and Auburn prison systems?

7. How did different regions vary in their approaches to prison operations? Compare at least two regions.

8. What is meant by the Top Three in American corrections, and why is this important?

Review key terms with eFlashcards at edge.sagepub.com/hanserbrief.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auburn system, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banishment, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big House prisons, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Codes, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branding, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brutalization hypothesis, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical criminology, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code of Hammurabi, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract labor system, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime control model, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinate sentences, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern State Penitentiary, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmira Reformatory, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Law, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedoistic calculus, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeterminate sentences, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lex talionis, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinson Report, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical model, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Newgate Prison, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private wrongs, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Era, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public wrongs, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reintegration model, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctuary, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial by ordeal, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Street Jail, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western State Penitentiary, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebulon Brockway, 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Student Debate**

Many people in society believe that incarcerated offenders should be made to work as a means of paying for their crime and supporting their stay while in prison. This, in and of itself, is not a problematic notion. However, inmates must be given humane working conditions, and, as a result, there are limits to the type of work they can do and the circumstances under which it is done.

The ancient Romans essentially considered the inmate to be civilly dead and to also be a slave of the state. Though modern-day thinking by prison management does not advocate for inmates to hold such an arbitrary classification, some might say that such a classification is appropriate for offenders.

For this exercise, have half the room or forum argue for classifying offenders as slaves of the state, and the other half argue against categorizing inmates in such a way.

Students should keep in mind some of the counterintuitive findings when punishment is too severe, and they should also consider the thoughts of Cesare Beccaria and other philosophers on corrections. Both teams of students should come up with at least three substantial points to argue for the side they have been assigned.

**Group 1:** Half of the students in the classroom (or the online forum) provide tangible and logical reasons for why inmates should be treated as slaves of the state.

**Group 2:** Have the other half of the room or forum argue against categorizing inmates as slaves of the state.

The instructor should regulate the debate and encourage students to find specific examples from the text and/or their own independent research.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

You are a judge in Old England, the year is 1798, and the Crown has given you some very explicit instructions for this week. It appears that there is no room onboard the hulks that float in the River Thames, and, due to the traitorous rebellion of the American colonies in the New World, there is nowhere to transport criminals for banishment. With this in mind, the Crown is desperate to reduce criminal acts and has recently decided that the best means to do this is by setting some very strong and severe examples to the public. Thus, you have been told that you must use one of two sentences today: provide the death penalty for anyone found guilty of any crime that is eligible for it or find those persons innocent of their charges and thereby make invalid the need for any punishment whatsoever. In other words, you must either rule innocence or give all the offenders in your court the death penalty.

This is during a time when England’s criminal code has been given the nickname of the ‘Bloody Code’ among the commoners of the British Empire. You are well aware that there is serious discontent among the peasantry in your area with this code and that the Crown has previously approached the extensive use of the gallows with trepidation; such circumstances can breed riots and, in very extreme times, rebellion. On the other hand, you know that many of the wealthy in the area are typically supportive of harsh penalties against the working poor (such penalties discourage theft of their own property). You sit at your bench, waiting to make your determination regarding three offenders who are accused of different crimes. All of the crimes for which they are accused would entail the use of the death penalty. These three offenders and their circumstances are noted as follows:

Offender 1: Mr. Drake Dravies, a brigand and a buccaneer who deflowered a 10-year-old girl against her will and attempted to kill her but was caught before doing so. You know for a fact that this man committed this crime.

Offender 2: Ms. Eliza Goodberry, a single spinster maid who worked in the fish market. She was found guilty of being a witch and consorting with demons. It is rumored that she gave secret birth to a demon child. You know for a fact that this woman did not commit this crime, and you know that she is not a witch.

Offender 3: Mr. John McGraw, a general laborer who stole food in the open market (and almost got away with it) to feed his family. Labor shortages and tough economic times have left him with few other options. You know for a fact that this man committed this crime, and you also know that it is true that he committed this crime simply to feed his family.

You must make a decision. Either you must declare all three innocent of the crimes as charged, or you must give all three the death penalty by hanging at the gallows. There is no option to try these persons for these crimes at a later date.

What do you do?
PRACTICE AND APPLY WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED
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